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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NORTH AMERICAN RESCUE OFFERS FIRST LIGHT® TOMAHAWK®
LIGHTS
Greer, SC (April 19, 2013) – North American Rescue® LLC (NAR) announced today that they have
added the innovative First Light USA® Tomahawk® Series tactical flashlights to their product offerings.
First Light USA®, the industry leader in combat-specific lighting tools, is the manufacturer of the
Tomahawk® Series of hands-free tactical lights. Specially designed to provide maximum versatility and
enhanced illumination at the point of injury, these advanced lights add a unique set of features specifically
engineered to assist the Combat Medic – from the superior chest mounting capability and full 180°
adjustability of the light source to the proprietary mix of red and green LEDs that “highlight” blood for
immediate wound identification in multi-fluid situations. This not only provides Medics with a quick tool to
accurately assess a casualty in low light/night time conditions, it allows them to maintain light discipline as
well as a defensible position.
“The Tomahawk® Series lights meet a specific requirement for the Medics in our military and tactical
customers,” stated Brent Bronson, Director of Product Management. “We are pleased to offer these
devices to our customers and believe that they offer a versatile capability that increases the survivability
of both the operator and the casualty being treated.”
NAR is carrying two of the Tomahawk® Series lights – the Tomahawk® MC Tactical Light and the
Tomahawk® NV/TC3 Tactical Light. Both options include the unique Red/Green lighting system, which
makes it easier to identify bleeding while limiting the light signature in tactical situations. The NV/TC3
edition includes a UV task light option for operating with night vision technology.
The First Light USA® Tomahawk® Series lights are available for purchase from North American Rescue
and can be ordered through the www.narescue.com website or by calling their customer service
department.
North American Rescue (NAR), based in Greer, South Carolina, has proudly enjoyed the honor of serving
their country, community, and customers for over a decade. NAR is leading the way in decreasing
preventable deaths by providing innovative casualty care solutions to our uniformed soldiers, first
responders, health care professionals, and security forces both at home, and abroad in foreign combat
zones. For more information on North American Rescue and products visit www.NARescue.com or call
(864) 675-9800.
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